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(

he problem 

Artificial Intelligence (AI) is often touted as healthcare’s saviour, but

ts potential will only be realised if developers and providers consider

he whole clinical context and AI’s place within it. One of many aspects

f that clinical context is the question of liability. 

Analysis of responsibility attributions in complex, partly automated

ocio-technical systems has identified the risk that the nearest human

perator may bear the brunt of responsibility for overall system malfunc-

ions. 1 As we move towards integrating AI into healthcare systems, it is

mportant to ensure that this does not translate into clinicians unfairly

bsorbing legal liability for errors and adverse outcomes over which

hey have limited control. 

In the current, standard model of AI-supported decision-making in

ealthcare, electronic data is fed into an algorithm, typically a machine-

earnt model, which integrates the acquired information to arrive at a

ecommendation which is output to a human clinician. The clinician

an consider this recommendation alongside information from other

ources, including examination of and discussion with the patient, and

ither accept the recommendation as-is, or replace it with a decision

hey make themselves ( Fig. 1 ). For example, in a system recommending

reatment for diabetes, the system may recommend – based on coded

lectronic data – that it is appropriate to start insulin; though after con-

idering patient context and wishes the clinician may choose to override

his. Due to differences in regulatory approval processes, the position-

ng of such systems as clinical support rather than diagnostic makes

hem cheaper and quicker to get to market. Additionally, given recent

uidance from the National Health Service in England, which clarifies

hat the final decision must be taken by a healthcare professional, 2 this

odel looks set to become the norm across the UK healthcare system. 

But the standard model may have a negative impact on the clinician,

ho must choose between accepting the AI recommendation, or substi-

uting their own decision - which, despite probably being AI-influenced,

nvolves largely reverting to a traditional (non-AI) approach. They risk
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o longer doing what they are best at, including exercising sensitivity

o patient preferences and context, but in effect acting as a sense-check

n, or conduit for, the machine. There has been substantial discussion

f the cognitive and practical challenges humans face when monitoring

utomation, such as the additional load of maintaining effective over-

ight, ensuring sufficient understanding to identify a fault in the system,

hanges to the way they evaluate information sources, and automation

ias. 3 , 4 For instance the clinician may lack knowledge about the training

ataset of the diabetes recommendation system and be unaware that it

s less accurate for patients from some ethnic backgrounds; meanwhile,

ts influence may make the clinician more likely to question their own

valuation. At the same time, the guidance states that the clinician may

e held legally accountable for a decision made using the support of AI. 2 

nalogous to the way a ‘heat sink’ takes up unwanted heat from a sys-

em, the human clinician risks being used here as a ‘liability sink’, where

hey absorb liability for the consequences of the AI’s recommendation

hilst being disenfranchised from its decision-making process, and also

aving difficult new demands placed on them. 

A similar situation exists in driver assistance and self-driving systems

or cars, where despite the AI being in direct control of the vehicle, in

ome jurisdictions it seems the human in the driving seat is already be-

ng used as a liability sink. For example, a driver activating self-driving

ode typically has to accept that they will take over manual control im-

ediately when required. But in many Tesla collisions Autopilot aborted

ontrol less than one second prior to the first impact. 5 This does not give

he driver enough time to resume control safely - and yet in practice, for

urisdictions that adopt fault based systems of liability for motor vehicle

ccidents such the UK, it is likely that they would be liable for the acci-

ent. As the most obvious ‘driver’ close to where AI is used in a clinical

etting, the clinician could easily end up being held similarly liable for

armful outcomes from AI-based decision-support systems, and carry-

ng this stress and worry, but having limited practical control over their

evelopment and deployment, or understanding of how the AI recom-

endations are reached. 6 
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Besides becoming liability sinks for AI, many clinicians will undoubt-

dly take on personal accountability for adverse consequences. Clini-

ians involved in patient safety incidents or errors in health care often

eel responsible, 7 even when this responsibility lays within the organ-

sation or system in which they work. Clinicians can become ‘second

ictims’ and suffer serious mental health consequences after such an in-

ident, including depression, anxiety, PTSD and even suicide. 8 Not all

he after-effects of being involved in a patient safety incident are neg-

tive. Clinicians often learn in the aftermath of an incident, prompting

onstructive change which promotes patient safety and prevents future

imilar incidents. 9 But how can we learn after a patient safety incident

or which an AI is responsible, when we do not understand how that

ecision or error was made? Without this positive aspect and coping

echanism of involvement in a patient safety incident, it is likely the

econd victim experience for many will be more significant, and the

esson will rapidly be to not trust or use the AI. 

ossible solutions 

The attribution of liability in a whole socio-technical system becomes

omplex when AI is involved. As well as the humans directly present at

he event, there were humans involved in the design and commissioning

f the AI system, humans who signed off on its safety, and humans over-

eeing its running or working in tandem with it. Complexity is further

ncreased with AI because human oversight may be more influenced by

utomation bias - where humans attribute greater than warranted intel-

igence to the machine - and because the AI’s decision-making cannot

e clearly understood by its operators. Given that automation bias and

I inscrutability are problems across many settings where AI is used, it

s no surprise that efforts are already being made to solve them. 10 , 11 

Whilst we are some way off it being possible, or even appropriate,

o hold an AI system itself liable, 12 any of the humans involved in an

I’s design, building, provisioning, and operation might be held liable

o a degree. Smith and Fotheringham argue that using clinicians as the

ole focus for liability is not ‘fair, just and reasonable’. 13 Without a clear

nderstanding of how an AI came to a decision, a clinician is faced with

ither treating it as a knowledgeable colleague, 14–16 or coming to their

wn judgement and largely ignoring the AI - or even turning it off. Even

f they resolve to make their own decision and then check it against

he AI’s recommendations, this only avoids the problem when there is

greement. If the AI disagrees, the clinician faces the same dilemma. 
2

Although the AI system is a product, product liability does not

rovide an attractive alternative for claimants, versus a claim against

he clinician and their employer via vicarious liability. Product liabil-

ty claims are notoriously difficult, and forensically expensive, com-

ared with ordinary professional negligence claims. The claimant needs

o identify and prove the defect in the product. Within the context

f opaque and interconnected AI, this may be an extremely difficult

nd costly exercise requiring significant expertise. 17 , 18 Also, the cur-

ent product liability regime in England and Wales, found in the Con-

umer Protection Act 1987, based on the EU Product Liability Directive

PLD), 19 predates the digital age. It has significant problems in an AI

ontext. Software, when not delivered alongside hardware, appears not

o be a ‘product’ for the purposes of this regime, and the assessment

f defectiveness occurs at the time of the supply of the hardware, so

ver the air updates and post-delivery learning are not relevant. The

egime also contains a state-of-the-art defence, strengthening the posi-

ion of producers. Although the fault-based tort of negligence (based on

he manufacturer’s/producer’s duty of care) may also be deployed in a

roduct liability context, such claims also have significant problems in

n AI context. 18 Unfortunately, the clinician and their employer via vi-

arious liability for the clinician’s negligence, remain the most attractive

efendants to sue. 20 

‘Vicarious liability’ is when an employer is held strictly liable for the

egligence or wrongdoing of an employee, which is closely connected to

heir employment. The wrongdoing of the employee must be established

rst. In a medical negligence context, negligence still traditionally fo-

uses on the individual, with the hospital being vicariously liable for

hat individual’s tort – although a system-based model would perhaps

e better, both for patient safety and for the impact on individual clin-

cians. 21 Even if the clinician’s employer ultimately pays, this vicarious

iability is based on a finding that the clinician themselves is at fault. 

There may be alternative claims against the hospital (which also

wes a duty of care to the patient) for systemic negligence, for instance

egarding the staff training on such technologies. At a stretch a claimant

ould attempt to target regulators, such as the Care Quality Commission

CQC), although establishing their duty of care to the relevant claimant

ill be a substantial hurdle to cross. The negligence claim against the

linician is easier to establish, requires less evidence, and in particular

oes not require extensive proof of causation, unlike actors further up

he causal chain. The doctor at the chain’s end is thus a softer target.

iggy-backing their employer via vicarious liability ensures a solvent

efendant. 

Meanwhile, AI systems are currently treated as products, so the soft-

are development company (SDC) would only be liable to the patient

hrough product liability, which we have seen above has considerable

roblems in this context. In the future, it may be that the AI system

s treated as part of the clinical team – and not as a product – so that

ts ‘conduct’ could be attributed to those who ‘employ’ the AI system,

hich may for instance be the SDC, or clinician’s trust. 18 But that is

ot the current legal context. It is also unclear what ‘standard of care’

ould apply to an AI that is treated as part of the clinical team: that of

he reasonable AI system, or that of the reasonable clinician? 22 The SDC

ight argue that the higher standard is unreasonable. But this implies

hat their system is simply not good enough - that its recommendations

re inferior to the decisions of a clinician - and few organisations would

e willing to deploy an AI system on that basis. 

Smith and Fotheringham argue that there should be risk pooling be-

ween clinicians and SDCs for harms - with actuarially-based risk pool-

ng insurance schemes to provide cover for AI-related damage. 13 How-

ver, these are at present merely proposals. Currently, a clinician (us-

ng an AI system) who is held liable in negligence to the patient may

eek contribution from the SDC via the Civil Liability (Contribution)

ct 1978, although, as with the patient’s claim against the SDC there

re significant difficulties in doing so, since as noted above establishing

hat the SDC is itself liable for the damage suffered is problematic. The

DC may also have sought to contractually exclude any right of clini-
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Fig. 2. AI model with alternative outputs to inform patient/clinician dialogue. 
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ians to seek such contribution. Thus, in practical terms with systems of

his type the clinician remains liable for acting on the recommendations

r decisions of an AI they do not and cannot fully understand. Facing

he stress and worry of the consequences of using it, many clinicians

ay refuse to accept the risk, and simply turn off the machine. 

lternative models 

Pooling risk might prevent the clinician becoming a liability sink,

ut the prevalent model may have other drawbacks for the clinician,

he patient, and the system as a whole. Fig. 1 shows that the entire in-

ut of the patient and clinician into the decision is restricted to either

ccepting the AI’s recommendation, or - for this case - rejecting it (ef-

ectively switching it off and returning to standard practice, albeit likely

nfluenced by the AI’s recommendation). This is at odds with the goal

f patient-centred decision-making, 23 as the AI cannot easily incorpo-

ate patient context and ideas, concerns, and expectations itself - this

ontext is only added by the clinician choosing to accept or replace the

I’s output. It may also be frustrating for the clinician by eroding their

bility to do what they do best: integrating clinical science and patient

ontext in a dialogue to come to a shared decision. 

Fortunately, this is not the only possible approach. Rather than re-

tructuring systems in a clinical setting around an AI designed to work

his way, it may be preferable to explore alternative models which give

reater focus to the patient and clinician. 24 In some of these models the

I may not even give a decision or recommendation, but instead show

redictions of the effect of different decisions (e.g. treatment options),

r highlight data that is most relevant to the AI model in its decision

aking. In this way, the explanation of an explainable-AI system may

e more useful than the decision or recommendation itself. 25 , 26 Fig. 2

hows a model where these alternative outputs from the AI system in-
3

orm a dialogue between the clinician and patient, leading to a decision.

hilst the model refers to complex AI systems which cannot be directly

nterpreted by anyone, including the clinician, this is clearly analogous

o existent non-AI systems such as automated ECG analysis where the

nner workings are not easily available to the clinician. 

In the diabetes example, the outputs may be predictions for each

reatment option of outcomes such as blood test results or other end-

oints such as the risk of a heart attack, forming the basis for the dia-

ogue and subsequent decision, and the AI may not output a direct treat-

ent recommendation at all. Most current AI radiology systems are sim-

lar – providing information to a reporting clinician to highlight areas

nd possible diagnoses without directly completing the report. There are

endors attempting to take the clinician out of the loop, but presently

ystems can only take on a small proportion of the workload. 27 As these

ruly autonomous systems advance, without a nearby clinician liability

ink, they may well test some of the legal issues discussed above. 

In Fig. 3 , a more advanced AI system communicates directly with the

atient and a three-way dialogue proceeds before a decision emerges.

 year ago, dialogue with an AI capable of explaining itself to patients

ight have been considered fanciful, but advances in Large Language

odels employed in tools like ChatGPT have made them seem very plau-

ible. A diabetes system built this way might be capable of eliciting the

atient’s thoughts and concerns about the difficulties of starting insulin.

t could provide a tailored approach that does not lose the patient voice,

nd provide an explanation to the clinician in more the manner of dis-

ussion with a multidisciplinary team member. Other models can be

onceived along these lines, bringing the patient and clinician back into

he decision-making focus. 

With both models in Figs. 2 and 3 , the clinician retains the final de-

ision as recommended by NHS England. Are they still a liability sink

or the AI? The models may not remove liability, but we would argue
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hat the clinician’s role here is much more traditional, as they are in-

egrating a variety of data and opinions in a manner of working that

as become familiar with the advent of the multidisciplinary team. 28 

linicians should feel much more comfortable in accepting liability for

 decision where they have genuine understanding and agency, and the

ocio-technical system as a whole will be much more acceptable to both

linicians and patients as it retains compatibility with patient-centred

are. 

The question remaining in this setup, however, is the assignment of

iability for defective AI advice or information. As these models return

he clinician to a more traditional role, the current legal position be-

omes more appropriate: treating the AI as a standard medical device.

his could be dealt with via product liability, suitably adjusted to take

nto account the problems within such regimes as applied to AI systems,

uch as proof of causation, and the failure discussed above of the PLD 

19 

o cover unembodied software. The European Union has recognised this

eed, and published reform proposals for the PLD. If we do not want

linicians to become liability sinks, similar reforms may be needed in

he United Kingdom. 

In summary, AI systems being developed using current models risk

sing clinicians as ‘liability sinks’, absorbing liability which could oth-

rwise be shared across all those involved in the design, institution, run-

ing, and use of the system. Alternative models can return the patient

o the centre of decision-making, and also allow the clinician to do what

hey are best at, rather than simply acting as a final check on a machine.

ummary 

• The benefits of AI in healthcare will only be realised if we con-

sider the whole clinical context and the AI’s role in it. 
4

• The current, standard model of AI-supported decision-making in

healthcare risks reducing the clinician’s role to a mere ‘sense

check’ on the AI, whilst at the same time leaving them to be held

legally accountable for decisions made using AI. 

• This model means that clinicians risk becoming ‘liability sinks’,

unfairly absorbing liability for the consequences of an AI’s recom-

mendation without having sufficient understanding or practical

control over how those recommendations were reached. 

• Furthermore, this could have an impact on the ‘second victim’

experience of clinicians. 

• It also means that clinicians are less able to do what they are best

at, specifically exercising sensitivity to patient preferences in a

shared clinician-patient decision-making process. 

• There are alternatives to this model that can have a more positive

impact on clinicians and patients alike. 
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